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All Stars Skyr Bar 24 x 35g  
 

At 35g, the bar is small and handy, fits in
any pocket and is therefore perfect for on
the go or simply to enjoy between meals.
Thanks to the fiber and high protein
content, it is very filling despite its small
size. The combination of skyr and small
pieces of fruit provides a slightly yoghurt-
like and fruity taste. The dark or milk
chocolate coating provides a real
chocolate bar feeling and makes the Skyr
Protein Bar an ideal substitute for sweets,
which is significantly lower in calories than
the conventional chocolate bar from the
supermarket shelf. A perfect blend of fruit,
yogurt and chocolate.

 CHF 50.40  
      

      

In addition to the Skyr Protein, All Stars now also offers a small 35g Skyr Protein Bar in 2 super
delicious flavors

Protein bar with traditional Icelandic Skyr Protein
plus high quality milk protein
24% protein and less than 4g fat per bar
ideal for any diet with only 125 calories
the perfect protein snack for on the go

The Skyr Protein Bar is gluten-free, provides up to 25% protein as well as fiber and is ideal as a small
protein snack between meals, around training or in the evening. The dark or milk chocolate coating
provides a real chocolate bar feeling.

With only 125 calories, the Skyr Protein Bar is perfect for a calorie-reduced diet, provides an additional
source of protein on the go or in everyday life and can be used as a perfect low-sugar alternative to high-
calorie sweets.

The Skyr Protein Bar mixed berries contains small, freeze-dried blueberries and is coated with reduced-
sugar dark chocolate. The strawberry variant contains freeze-dried strawberry pieces and is glazed with
reduced-sugar milk chocolate.
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In addition to the traditional Nordic skyr, the main protein source in the Skyr Protein Bar is high-quality
milk protein and skimmed milk powder. Skyr is contained as dried cream cheese in powder form. The
milk protein provides high-quality casein, which is digested slowly by the body and therefore satiates for
a long time. The bar is gluten-free and provides up to 25% protein as well as fiber.

Recommended intake:
Ideal as a small protein snack between meals, around training or in the evening

Flavors: Strawberry, mixed berries
Packaging unit: 24 bars of 35g each

Content: 840g
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